This paper considers a model of an international trade agreement where countries di¤er in the extent of externalities. We show that a delay in the trade negotiation may occur and result in an ine¢ cient world welfare. We also argue that a possbility of international compensation scheme in the trade agreement enables to reduce the actual delaying time in the negotiation stage.
Introduction
A delay in international trade negotiations is common. It took six years to reach a conclusion in the previous Uruguay Round trade negotiation after the GATT member countries decided to launch it at their meeting in Punta Del Este, Uruguay in 1986. When the WTO recently faced the pessimistic delay of multilateral negotiation in August 2006, it had already spent …ve years (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) What causes the delay of trade negotiation among countries? Will the delay of trade negotiation be inevitable? If so, does it mean that the outcome of trade negotiation is ine¢ cient? What determines the length of the delay? Not all but some answers to these questions will be addressed in this paper.
Possibility of delay has been studied in non-cooperative bargaining literature. In particular, the basic alternating-o¤er game suggested by Rubinstein (1982) has been extended to show the possibility of delay in the timing of the agreement. Those extended models show that the sources of delay are multiple issues (i.e. multiple pies), multiple players, incomplete information and uncertainty about the size of pie or the order of move. (For more survey, see Carraro et al (2005) .) More importantly, the bargaining literature …nds that, in cases that a delay exists, the e¢ ciency of equilibrium is not necessarily guaranteed.
There have been some attempts in international trade literature in order to introduce more realistic trade negotiations using alternating-o¤er games. Furusawa (1999) adopt Rubinstein (1982) bargaining model with two players alternating in making an o¤er with an in…nitesimal lag between o¤ers. Furusawa and Wen (2002) consider a bargaining game with endogenous interim disagreement actions. (See Busch and Wen (1995) for their theoretical backgrounds.). However their focus was not on a delay of trade negotiation. To our knowledge, Bac and Ra¤ (1997) is the only trade paper that shows a possibility of a delayed trade concession. They adopt the idea of Bac and Ra¤ (1996) and introduce incomplete information on prior beliefs between two negotiating governments.
Basically, our approach di¤ers from the above trade literature: we adopt a war of attrition game (so-called "chicken game") for a model of trade negotiation. First, although we believe that bargaining models are most useful to study a trade negotiation in general, we want to capture a more realistic situation where negotiating countries are con ‡icting each other about what to cooperate over. In this con ‡icting situation, a conclusion of trade negotiation may be delayed in real trade talks because negotiating parties do not want to immediately "give up" their preferred set of agenda when they meet for the …rst time. A country may expect a gain by delaying the negotiation because it may have a chance to win against its negotiating partners. However, the delay may incur a cost to the country because it loses the bene…t of an early cooperation. So we need to consider the costs and bene…ts of delay. After all, in this paper we view a trade negotiation as a game of "giving-up" their preferred type of agreements. Second, we think that a delay in trade negotiation is mutual in a following sense. A delayed trade negotiation occurs because both parties in the negotiation table expect that each other's negotiating partner would not give up their policies. The delay will be ceased only when both give up their preferred type of policies.
What makes countries con ‡ict in a trade negotiation process? This paper suggests a model of asymmetrical structure of externality between countries. To illustrate the basic model, imagine two-country world where a free trade agreement is being negotiated between a polluter country and a pollutee country. The polluter creates air pollution from which the pollutee, a trading partner, su¤ers. The pollution, a source of external costs, reduces welfare levels of both countries. Two countries meet for a free trade talk. At the same time, they seek for a possible extension of the free trade agreement to include a higher standard of tax policy in the polluter so as to reduce the level of the global pollution. In this framework, the two countries face two di¤erent sizes of the world 'pie'; the world welfare level under the free trade agreement with the global tax policy and the one without it. The former may yield a larger pie than the latter. However, the individual welfare levels under the two types of trade agreements (with and without the global tax policy) might be di¤erent: The polluter may prefer the latter, while the pollutee prefers the former. They understand that both would lose if no agreement is realized.
If there is a proper compensation scheme between the two nations, there might not be any con ‡icts in selecting the most bene…cial type of agreement to themselves; they may choose the free trade agreement with the global tax policy and share the largest pie. In order to focus on our main idea of con ‡icts and delays in the trade agreement, …rst we will assume a lack of international transfer scheme in the negotiation agenda. Then we will contrast the results to those with an international compensation scheme and investigate what conditions are needed to have a delayed trade negotiation.
The above illustration of a 'polluter-pollutee' is an example of a crossborder externality between countries. In addition to such environmental issues as pollution, the existence of international externality in other areas has been studied by trade economists. Staiger (2003) notes that labor standards are associated with international externality as well. In his paper, he mentions two kinds of non-peculiar international externality in labor. The …rst one is political concern: '...weak labor standards and poor labor conditions in one country may create social unrest, thereby inducing political concerns in other countries'. The second one is humanitarian concern: '..a country's choice of weak labor standards may induce humanitarian concerns in other countries, if those countries have a direct concern for the well-being of workers in this country'.
In fact, the international externality has been taken seriously by the WTO. A main issue within the WTO is whether to attach environment and labor standards to trade agreements among the Members of the WTO. Although still debatable about the issue of policy linkages, some theoretical works have made a progress to identify the e¢ ciency and role of international cooperation over domestic policies. Bagwell and Staiger (2001) is supportive to the view that the WTO is well-suited to deal with the issue of environment and labor standards given that it enhances the security of market-access commitments. Ederington (2001 Ederington ( , 2002 develops Bagwell and Staiger (2001) 's view to see whether or not the WTO can e¤ectively enforce the free trade agreement when a concern of an externality exists among countries. Surprisingly, Edergington (2002) showed that the bene…t of a policy linkage in enforcing an agreement may be lower than is commonly believed. Limao (2005) considers the case of cross-border externality and investigates conditions under which linking trade and domestic policy in self-enforcing agreement may be bene…cial. Conconi and Perroni (2002) consider a multi-lateral negotiation over tari¤ and tax and examine joint welfare levels under all possible policy coordinations among many countries.
Due to the symmetrical structure of the externalities assumed in the previous trade literature, the cooperative equilibrium is immediate and thus there is no room to study a possibility of a delay in a negotiation process. Although our paper is in line with this literature, we focus on a case where the extent of externalities are not symmetric between countries. Assuming the asymmetrical externalities (e.g. a 'polluter-pollutee'relationship), we show that a delay may occur in deciding a type of agreements in a negotiation stage and the delayed trade negotiation is associated with an ine¢ cient outcome for the world welfare. Furthermore, we …nd that the presence of international compensation scheme in the trade agreement may play a role of shortening the lenghth of delay in the negotiation stage.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a static trade model in which two trading countries try to choose their optimal import tari¤ and production tax level under di¤erent trading structure; no agreement, partial agreement and full agreement. Section 3 presents a dynamic model where international cooperation occurs in two stages; negotiation and implementation. In this section, we will derive our main results of a possibility of delayed negotiation and its association with ine¢ cient world welfare level. Section 4 concludes the paper.
The Model
We consider a two-good partial equilibrium model in which South (without *) and North (with *) trade. We de…ne South as a country that su¤ers from domestic production externality and North as a country that is a¤ected by the cross-border externality from South.
Both countries consume and produce three goods, x, y and z. A representative consumer in a country has a quasi-linear utility function which is separable among the three goods. z is a traded numeraire good and the marginal utility of its consumption is one. This enables us to focus on the partial equilibrium model for the two non-numeraire sectors, x and y, in which the demand functions are linear. We assume that when South and North trade, South imports good x from North and exports good y to North.
For the purpose of illustration, let us denote the demand functions by p , where e is the input used in x production and l y is the input in y production, assuming that the supply of the two inputs are in…nitely elastic at a unitary input price. The two inputs di¤er in that the use of e yields domestic externality in South and creates the cross-border external costs to North as well. We interpret the use of the input e as environmentally unfriendly one such as burning trees, polluting waters, leaking chemicals etc., or as illegal use of labor forces such as slaves, child labors, workers in jails, etc. The use of such inputs may create transboundary pollutions geographically or may incur psychological costs to other countries. To illustrate these externalities, let us denote the domestic externality in South by e = 0. One of our important assumption is the speci…cation of externalities between the two countries as explained above. So here we clearly provide the assumption as follows.
Assumption 1 >
= 0, 0 1, and 0 1.
Since the externality in North is zero, the level of cross-border externality ( ) from North to South does not matter for the analysis. However, if North also creates externality, then the level of will play an important role in determining the equilibrium of the model. What we assume here is an existence of a su¢ ciently large di¤erence in externalities between the two negotiation countries both domestically and internationally. With Assumption 1, we have South as the country that creates externality and that a¤ects negatively North's welfare level. Later in Assumption 2, we will be more speci…c about the level of .
In order to focus on governments providing protection for import competing sectors and correcting for production externalities in the sectors, we allow governments to a¤ect their domestic import price and the world price through an import tari¤ and a production tax. 1 More speci…cally, consumers' price in the importing sector of South is given by p . Note that the world (export) prices are decreasing in tari¤s and increasing in the production tax. This is because an increased tari¤ reduces the importers'demand and thus creates excess export supply in the world markets; and an increased production tax discourages the domestic supply and thus creates excess import demand in the world markets. As for the domestic (import) prices, we can obtain p for North. First, the tari¤ increases domestic prices to consumers and producers. This is true under a standard economic model where the import tari¤ costs are shared by importers and exporters. Second, the production tax increases consumers'price but lowers producers'price. This is also true under a standard assumption that the tax is shared by both consumers and producers.
We de…ne national welfare as the sum of consumer surplus, producer surplus, revenues from tari¤ and tax, and externality costs as follows.
(s x )dp
(s y )dp
South and North maximize their national welfare level, W = W x (t; ) + W y (t ) and W = W x (t; ) + W y (t ), respectively under the three di¤erent regimes; No agreement, full agreement, and partial agreement. We will next analyze the optimal polices and corresponding welfare levels for each of the three regimes.
Non-cooperative equilibrium
Each country chooses policies to maximize the objective function by taking the other trading country's policies as given. The optimal policies are given by the following solutions for South and North respectively:
where superscript O means "non-cooperative equilibrium". The optimal tari¤s are positive, which re ‡ects a country's ability of seeking market power through a tari¤ policy in the world trading markets. (In a more general model, the optimal tari¤ is the product of the world price and the inverse of the world price elasticity of foreign export supply.) The optimal tax is a Pigouvian tax, which is the equivalent level to the marginal costs of the externality in South. However it does not cover the cross-border externality in North.
is even increasing as rises. This can be interpreted as follows: South's optimal tax is higher when the domestic externality costs are larger. As the higher tax is imposed, the world price increases because the tax reduces domestic production and thus increases import demand. Facing the rise of the import demand, the government increases its trade barriers.
Using the speci…c solutions for the optimal tari¤s and tax, we can obtain the following welfare functions for South and North: 
Full agreement: tari¤s and tax
Full agreement is when both countries choose import tari¤s and the production tax to maximize the joint objective functions, W + W . The cooperative equilibrium tari¤s and production tax are given by the following solutions for South and North respectively:
where superscript F means "full agreement". The equilibrium tari¤s are zero and the tax covers both domestic externality and the cross-border externality. Non-cooperative equilibrium is ine¢ cient since the Nash tari¤s are too high and the Nash tax is too low from the global welfare perspective. The global welfare will be improved under the full agreement since the two sources of ine¢ ciency are removed. Using the cooperative tari¤s and tax under the full agreement, we can obtain the following welfare functions for South and North: 
Is the cooperative equilibrium always better than the non-cooperative equilibrium, viewed from an individual country's perspective? For North, the cooperative equilibrium is better since the global optimal tax will remove the cross-border externality and the reciprocal free trade system also removes the terms-of-trade externalities between South and North. However for South, this may not be the case. Mayer (1981) and Kennan and Riezman (1988) point out that if countries are su¢ ciently asymmetric in size, a large country gains from trade wars. Analogously, in our model where countries are su¢ ciently asymmetric in externalities, a country with a large externality, which is South, may gain more from trade wars (i.e. non-cooperative equilibrium) in a similar fashion.
To see more formally, let us de…ne the critical value of ( ) as a solution of
In both cases, we have W O < W F for North. Does the critical value exist? What is the relationship between the given value of and the critical value of ? The answer to the …rst question is yes and to the second question is a negative relationship. A detailed explanations are delegated to Appendix 1.
In order for South and North to have a room for the full agreement, we will need the following assumption for the range of externalities: Assumption 2 We consider 2 [ ; ( )), where is a lower bound (i.e. Under the above assumption, we have W O ( ; ) < W F ( ; ) and W O < W F . However, South may want an alternative agreement without its commitment to the globally optimal tax because the globally optimal tax may not be nationally optimal one given the zero tari¤s between them. If there is a room for South to increase its welfare beyond the welfare level from the full cooperation, the government of South might follow the alternative way. Next we will explore this possibility of free trade agreement excluding the tax commitment.
Partial agreement: tari¤s only
As an alternative to the full agreement with tari¤ and tax, both countries may agree to choose a common cooperative tari¤ only. That is, they maximize their respective national welfare functions with a restriction of common international policy, t = t only. In this sense, we name this case as partial agreement since the domestic policy is excluded in the agreement.
The equilibrium tari¤ and tax are given by the following solutions for South and North respectively: Given that the tari¤s are non-negative,
where superscript P means a "partial agreement: tari¤ only". Note that since 1 21 , the production tax are non-negative. Note that the tari¤s are zero as in full agreement case. The reciprocal free trade system eliminates the terms-of-trade externality and the global welfare will be improved upon, compared to the non-cooperative equilibrium case. Interestingly the tax rate is less than the non-cooperative equilibrium, i.e. P < O . This can be understood as follows. The tax discourages the domestic production and thus creates an excess import demand in the world market. The excess demand increases the world price, which in turn increases the foreign export supply. The higher export supply would make the domestic country more protective in trade. Since the government in South is subject to the zero tari¤, the additional protection motive in trade leads the government to choose a lower tax than the Nash tax level. By choosing a lower tax South can increase the domestic production against the foreign exported products, and thus e¤ectively improve the protection level. is close to 0), an individual country's welfare could be still higher under the full agreement equilibrium. However, as modeled in our paper, the asymmetry of externality gives each country a di¤erent preference over the types of agreements. Here we summarize our …rst proposition about the welfare comparison over the three di¤erent types of equilibrium in a static model. According to the above proposition, if there is a proper compensation scheme between North and South, they would form the full agreement and obtain W F + W F , the largest global pie for them. The remaining problem is how to share the pie between South and North. The lesson from the bargaining literature we addressed brie ‡y in Introduction tells us that the current model can not generate any delay in deciding how to share the pie. The equilibrium will occur immediately and the resulting world welfare level will be e¢ cient.
Case 1: Presence of International Compensation
Suppose that there is a properly working international compensation scheme between them. Under this system, suppose that South will get share out of the total world welfare, which is W F + W F . This should be at least greater than W F which is the share of welfare under the full agreement without the compensation. However, North would not give the share greater than W P , which is the level of welfare of South under the partial agreement. So we have the following range for :
However, what if South has an alternative option to the full agreement with the compensation? The alternative could be to delay the conclusion of an agreement with a hope to receive its preferred type of agreement, which is partial agreement.
If South expects its share of welfare level from the delayed trade negotiation, say, C to be somewhere in the range of , South might choose to delay the negotiation, instead of an immediate agreement with North. That is, South strategically delays the negotiation if the following is compensated by North:
To …nd out the value of C and see how South strategically delay the cooperation, we will focus on the case without international compensation scheme. Suppose that each of the two governments, South and North, faces a payo¤ matrix as above Table 1 . The strategies given to the governments are either full agreement or partial agreement. If each of the two governments chooses simultaneously a type of agreements given the other government's choice, then two Nash equilibria may arise: First, a mutual choice of the full agreement is a Nash equilibrium since South would choose the full agreement if North chooses it, and given the South's choice North would not want to change the choice. The choice of the partial agreement is also a Nash equilibrium since North would choose the partial agreement if South chooses it, and given the North's choice South would not want to change the choice. The existence of the two Nash equilibria illustrates an international con ‡ict between South and North in their preference for the type of an agreement: An agreement is better than no-agreement. However, the full agreement is better for North while a partial agreement is better for South. 2 To determine a type of an agreement and to determine the value of C, we will introduce a dynamic model in the next section where the two countries are engaged in a trade cooperation with two stages-Negotiation and Implementation.
The Dynamic Model
In this section, we explore a two-stage game for a possible cooperation between South and North. The two-stage game is described as follows. 
Stage 2: Implementation Stage
At Stage 2, South and North engage in an in…nitely repeated cooperative game with a trigger strategy as follow. (There is no delay between stage 1 and 2.) South and North agree on the type of agreements based on the result from the negotiation stage. If a country deviates from the agreement at time I , the other country retaliates at time I + I by imposing its Nash policies and not cooperating with the deviating country forever.
We will solve this two-stage game by backward induction, which enable us to solve for a subgame perfect equilibrium in which an agreement will be selected from the two possible ones -partial and full agreements.
Implementation Stage
South and North have …nished their "War of Attrition" game and have decided a type of an agreement. It could be a full agreement or a partial agreement. We will explore how South and North can sustain a chosen type of agreement in the implementation stage.
Full agreement: tari¤s and tax
Suppose that both South and North agree the full agreement equilibrium tari¤s and tax level. In the long run, however, each country has an incentive to deviate the agreement at any given time I since the deviation from the cooperative policies can increase the welfare level of the deviating country. So, for the full agreement equilibrium to be self-enforced, the punishment should be severe enough to o¤set the gains from the deviation. 3 The incentive constraints for South and North are expressed by: ; 10 17 ). So F > F and thus r F I < r F I for all range of and . This implies that for a given time I the required discount rate for South should be smaller than that of North. So, South needs to be more patient than North in order to sustain the full agreement.
Lemma 1 (Implementation Stage -Full Agreement) Suppose that the full agreement equilibrium policies (t F ; F ; t F ) are agreed in the negotiation stage. For this agreement to be self-enforced between South and North in the long run, South needs to be more patient than North, and the discount rate of South needs to be smaller than North's. That is, F > F and r F < r F for all range of , and I .
Intuitively, under the full agreement South would have a higher incentive to deviate from the full agreement than North would because the gain from deviation is relatively larger than the loss from it. Hence, in order to make the full agreement sustainable in the long run, the future value of the full agreement to South must be high enough to cancel the one-time gain from deviation. This can be done by requiring a smaller discount rate of South than that of North.
Partial agreement: tari¤s only
Suppose that both South and North agree the partial agreement equilibrium. For the partial agreement equilibrium to be self-enforced, the following incentive constraints for South and North must be satis…ed. ; 1] and it is increasing in the value of .
However, the range of P is not obtained straightforwardly and the relative size between P and P depends on a value of and . To resolve this complexity let us equate P and P and …nd out the critical value of b ( ) which makes P and P equal for a given value of . 4 Now we consider both ( ) and b ( ) to see how the partial agreement can be sustainable. In Figure 3 in Appendix 3, consider L 2 [0; ]. Then we have two cases as follows. First, if
meaning that the discount factor of South is larger than that of North. This in turn implies that the discount rate of South must be smaller than North's,
in the same …gure. Then we have only one case:
Since < < ( H ), we have P > P and r P < r P . These results are summarized in order as follows. suppose that the partial agreement equilibrium policies (t P ; P ; t P ) are agreed in the negotiation stage. For this agreement to be self-enforced between South and North in the long run (See Figure 3 in Appendix 3),
], then P > P and r P < r P is required. That is, if South's domestic externality and the cross-border externality are small, South needs to be more patient than North, and the discount rate of South needs to be smaller than North's.
], then P < P and r P > r P is required. That is, if South's domestic externality is large but the cross-border externality are small, North needs to be more patient than South, and the discount rate of North needs to be smaller than South's.
, then P > P and r P < r P is required. That is, if South's domestic externality is small but the crossborder externality are large, South needs to be more patient than North, and the discount rate of South needs to be smaller than North's.
Under the partial agreement system, South expects that North would have a higher incentive to deviate from the partial agreement than South would. Hence, in order to support the partial agreement in the long run, the future value of the partial agreement to North should be high enough to o¤set the loss from the deviation. This can be achieved by requiring a smaller discount rate of North than that of South. This is the case of (ii) where the domestic externality is in a large range.
However, as the domestic externality in South becomes smaller (cases of (i) and (iii)), the incentive for South to support the partial agreement becomes smaller as well. 5 This can be explained as follows. As the domestic externality becomes smaller, the optimal tax rate under the partial agreement, P , becomes smaller. Then the gap between O and P becomes smaller as well. This implies that South loses the potential way of protecting its import market through a lower tax under the partial agreement. Remind that in section 2, we shortly discussed that a lower optimal tax P can indirectly protect the importing sector. So, the welfare level under the full agreement may become relatively more attractive to South than the level under the partial agreement. (That is, the gap between W P and W F is reduced.) Hence, in order to support the partial agreement, South must evaluate the future value of the partial agreement relatively higher, which requires that discount rate of South be smaller, as the domestic externality in South becomes smaller.
Which type of cooperation will be adopted depends on the decision in the negotiation stage where South and North engage in the "War of Attrition" game. Now we will solve stage 1.
Negotiation Stage
Here South and North engage in the "War of Attrition" game described as follows. (See Hendricks et al (1988) and Fudenberg and Tirole (1993) for more details and necessary assumptions for a stationary equilibrium.)
The negotiation stage starts at time N = 0. A pure strategy for a country is a choice of a time N 0 to announce Q. The choice of Q at time N is that the country announces that "I give up my preferred agreement". If the country passes the time silently, it implies the choice of NQ at time N , meaning that "I do not give up my preferred agreement". So, any positive time length N > 0 with silence from both countries implies that they are willing to incur the costs of non-cooperative equilibrium welfare for every unit of the time, while, by delaying its choice, it shows its hope to get its preferred type of agreement. We assume that if both choose Q at the same time, a type of agreements will be chosen by a fair lottery.
Suppose that South and North are or have been silent at N 0 and that South keeps being silent (i.e. NQ) for an instant time N > 0. Now consider what the marginal cost and bene…t for South to be silent for the time are. If North also keeps being silent, South incurs the cost of delay, which is the di¤erence between W F and W O . This is because South could have been better o¤ by the choice of Q, which yields W F . If North breaks the silence and announces Q, South enjoys the welfare gains from the delay and the gain lasts as far as the agreement can be self-enforced. The present value of the welfare gain is the discounted value of di¤erence between W P and W F . This is because South could have been worse o¤ by the choice of Q, which yields W F . When the discount rate is r, the discounted welfare gain is
. However, this gain can be realized on the condition that North chooses Q at the time N . So, two things are noteworthy. First, the discount rate for South should be r P from Lemma 2. Otherwise, the partial agreement negotiated in the …rst stage can not be sustained in the implementation stage. Second, the conditional probability should be calculated. Suppose that H ( ) (H( )) is a cumulative distribution function describing a mixed strategy for North (South). That is, H ( ) is the probability that North chooses Q at or before 0. Then the probability that North chooses Q at the time N conditional on having not chosen Q at or before N is
. As shown in the literature of a war of attrition, any equilibrium in which delay may occur involves South and North choosing mixed strategies such that each is indi¤erent between Q at time N 0 and NQ for an another instantaneous time N > 0. The marginal bene…t of delay for the instantaneous time is equal to the marginal cost when the following condition holds
Likewise, we can obtain the similar condition for North as follows, with the discount rate for north being r F from Lemma 1.
From these two conditions, we can show that H ( ) and H( N ) become an exponential distribution function as N approaches to zero.
where h( N ) and h ( N ) are probability density functions. These yield the following exponential distribution functions.
. Interestingly, as for the initial conditions of the cumulative distribution functions, we have the following lemma 3. According to Lemma 3, a delay will occur when both parties choose not Q at time N = 0. So, the expected times until Q is chosen by two countries can be calculated as follows: Using the property of the joint probability of exponential probability function, we have;
Here, U is the expected delaying time until both countries choose Q, which yields U = V V V +V . The value of V is the expected time that South would choose Q and that of V is the expected time that North would choose Q. We expect that, after the expected time length U passes, the resulting type of agreements is determined by a fair lottery. This implies that the resulting world welfare may be ine¢ cient for the following two reasons: First, it is ine¢ cient because a partial agreement can be possibly chosen by the lottery. Second, it is also ine¢ cient even if a full agreement is chosen because the full agreement is delayed with the strictly positive time, U .
We summarize the result as follows.
Proposition 2 Suppose that both countries engage in a negotiation in a manner of 'a war of attrition'(as in the present model) to decide the type of agreements. Then a delay may be inevitable and ine¢ cient.
The expected lengths of delaying time in negotiation stage are determined by the discount rates, r F or r P and the relative size of welfare levels among the full, partial and no agreements. However, those are the functions of domestic and cross-border externalities, and . Note that we assumed > = 0. So, the source of delay in the current model is the asymmetry of externalities between the two negotiating countries. In other words, suppose that there is no domestic externality in South either, i.e., = 0. Then we will have W F = W P for South and W F = W P for North. Hence, V = V = U = 0. Clearly the possibility of delay disappears. Generally speaking, when there is a symmetric structure of externalities between negotiating countries, no possible delay occurs.
Corollary If = and = , there would be no delay in the negotiation stage.
So far, we assumed that there is no international compensation scheme from North to South. What if both parties have an option for compensation as a part of the agreement? The answer depends on how much North is willing to compensate the loss of South under the Full agreement. To …nd out a necessary condition for South to participate in the Full agreement with the compensation scheme, we will compare the case with and without the compensation scheme.
Suppose that there is no such scheme and they engage in the negotiation game as described in the paper. Then South expects the welfare level as C =
J with J as a joint probability of both choosing Q at time
). Instead, suppose the there is such a compensation scheme and both agree with the Full agreement. From Case 1 in Section 2 and using the value of C, South would not accept the proposal of North with the compensation scheme under the Full agreement if
and accept it if
Therefore, we may still have a delayed trade negotiation even in the presence of international compensation scheme if
Here,
is greater than
, it approaches to one when N approaches to zero. As the actual delaying time gets shorter, the required share of the world welfare that South wants to have becomes larger. Provided that the value of falls in the range found as above, the global welfare level will be
with J close to one. Note that this is smaller than W F + W F from our result in Proposition 1. This implies that the world welfare with the delayed negotiation is still ine¢ cient. We summarize this …nding in the following proposition.
Proposition 3 Even if there is an international compensation scheme considered in the negotiation stage, the trade negotiation can be delayed. The outcome is still ine¢ cient. However, the presence of international transfer in the trade agreement enables to reduce the actual delaying time in the negotiation stage.
Conclusion
It is common to observe delayed trade agreements these days, but rare to see research on a source of the delay in the literature of international trade. To address this issue of delayed trade negotiation, this paper adopted a war of attrition game and showed that it is possible to generate delayed trade agreements when negotiation countries di¤er in the size of externality. More importantly, we argued that the delayed trade agreements may be associated with e¢ ciency loss of world welfare.
The main results in the paper rely on an assumption of an asymmetric externality between countries: In the model, South is the only country that creates the externality and there exists a cross-border externality only towards North. This can be readily generalized by having both countries creating externalities and a¤ecting their welfare levels through the cross-border externality each other. In this generalized model, our main results hold as long as one's externality is su¢ ciently larger than the other's.
In fact, the assumption of asymmetric structure of externalities is introduced in the paper in order to address the diversity among countries participating in a real trade negotiation round table. Srinivasan (2002) argued that the failure of the third WTO ministerial conference at Seattle, USA in 1999 was due to a wide di¤erence between developing and developed countries in the choice of issues to be included in the negotiation agenda, such as intellectual property, labour standards, environments, etc. After all, the assumption of asymmetrical externality may be not too far from the reality of trade agreements in the world. Moreover, we hope that our paper provide a model that shows a possible consequence of con ‡icts between negotiating parties with di¤erent interests in an international trade cooperation. > 0. In words, the terms-of-trade of South becomes worse: The private surplus gains in the export sector y are not large enough to o¤set the losses in the import sector x. Second, however, an additional tax revenues due to the additional tax rate ( ) under the full agreement equilibrium are added to the government's objective function. Hence, the two opposing e¤ects will determine the critical value. . That is, a higher cross-border externality in North further deteriorates the terms-oftrade of South since South would have to increase its global optimal tax (i.e. @ F = @ > 0), which in turn reduces domestic production and thus increases import demand in the world market. Furthermore, the tax revenue in South will be reduced due to the reduced domestic production. for a given value of . We know that P = P implies
APPENDIX
Here only the right hand side is the function of . When 0 > , we can easily verify P ( ; 0 ) > P ( ; 0 ) from (7) and (13) . Intuitively, a rise of the cross-border externality will decrease the welfare of North. So the loss from deviation becomes larger, which in turn yields a more room for cooperation to North. That is, the value of P will decrease. Now, in order to make the two required discount factors equal, the critical value of should increase. The higher domestic externality would decrease the welfare of South. So for the same reason, the value of P will decrease. So, we have P ( 0 ; 0 ) = P ( 0 ; 0 ). The positive relationship between b and is illustrated in the following …gure. Suppose that H(0) and H (0) are both positive. Then both countries have a strictly positive expected gains by choosing Q at time N = 0. In this case of simultaneous choice of Q at time N = 0, the type of agreements is determined by a fair lottery, as we assumed. So, the expected welfare levels are 1 . So both countries can make a better expected welfare gain by delaying for N > 0 with probability one. This is contradictory to H(0) > 0 and H (0) > 0. If H(0) > 0 and H (0) = 0, then South gets worse than the case of H(0) = 0 and H (0) = 0. If H(0) = 0 and H (0) > 0, then North gets worse.
